
NCPA Championships 2022
Show Information

Welcome to NCPA Championships 2022 at American Canyon HS!

Show Location
American Canyon HS
3000 Newell Dr.
American Canyon, CA 94503

Remind Group Sign Up
Directors, instructors, and staff members - to receive last minute updates from NCPA, consider
signing up for the Remind group at the following link:
https://www.remind.com/join/ncpachamps

Face Coverings
Masks are strongly recommended in indoor public settings. Performers may remove their mask
while in warm up or while on the performance floor, but are recommended to wear their mask
at all other times when indoors. Everyone else with the group is highly recommended to wear a
mask.

Ensemble Check In
See map for check in location. Check in opens at 12:00pm.

Spectator Tickets
Tickets for championships are $20 and are all general admission. Children 5 and under are free.
Tickets can be purchased at the front door or online at
https://www.achsmusic.org/ncpa-tickets.
No food or drink will be permitted inside the gym.
Only service animals with official vests will be allowed inside the gym.

Performer and Spectator Seating
All performers returning to the gym to watch shows will need to sit in the second level.

Video and Photos
Tripods and/or monopods are prohibited in the stands. Still photography (without a flash) is
welcome.
No video/audio recording is permitted, unless you have a NCPA Video Pass. Each ensemble is
provided one (1) NCPA Video Pass at check in. There is a dedicated video/audio recording
area.

https://goo.gl/maps/G45BczbeR26xvTru9
https://www.remind.com/join/ncpachamps
https://www.achsmusic.org/ncpa-tickets


Spectator Parking
All spectators will park in the spectator parking lot. Spectator overflow parking is in the
neighborhood across the street from American Canyon HS.

Truck and Bus Parking
Ensemble parking is guaranteed for buses, trucks, semis, and carpool vehicles carrying a
NCPA Parking Pass. All vehicles not carrying a NCPA Parking Pass must park in the spectator
lot.

Trucks and buses must arrive and unload at their designated time. Please see schedule and
maps for more details.
If your truck and equipment vehicles arrive 5-10 minutes before your designated arrival time,
you will not be able to unload until your ensemble’s designated Unload time.
If your truck and equipment vehicles arrive more than 15 minutes before your designated arrival
time, you may be asked to exit out of the Unloading/Loading Lot and come back at your
designated arrival time.

Trucks and equipment vehicles must leave the Unloading/Loading Lot after they have been
loaded, within 60 minutes after their ensemble’s performance time. This must be done to make
room for other ensembles. Trucks and equipment vehicles can re-park in the Overflow Parking
at American Canyon HS or Canyon Oaks Elementary School. See maps for locations.

If you plan to feed your ensemble during the event, please do so in a remote space on campus
or off-site. The Unloading/Loading Lot is for unloading and loading equipment only.

Ensemble Warm-Up
All ensemble warm-up will take place according to the logistics schedule and in the designated
warm-up zones (see schedules and maps). Warm-up in other areas on campus or at other
times is strictly prohibited.

When the warm-up zone is unoccupied, your ensemble can move into the zone, but can not
play any notes until the assigned Warm Up Time. If there is an ensemble occupying the
warm-up zone, wait for that ensemble to finish their warm-up and leave the warm-up zone
before proceeding into the zone. There is plenty of time for ensembles to move out of the warm
up zone so that your ensemble can move into that zone on time.

Floor tarps (both “practice” and “performance”) are not to be pulled out during warm-up.

All equipment must be removed from the warm-up zone before you depart for your
performance.



Designated Staff Locations
See Audience and Judges Space Layout for seating locations for a sound engineer and staff
viewing. There will be two (2) seats available at the sound engineer area. Seven (7) seats will be
available at the floor staff viewing area. Seven (7) seats will be available at the top staff viewing
area. Coordinate staff seating arrangements before arrival. Staff must utilize staff viewing areas
as spectator seating is limited.

Staff members are asked not to rush up and down the stairs as this is a distraction to the
audience and judges. There is to be no sitting on the stairs or aisles.

The staff viewing areas are reserved for staff of the currently performing ensemble. Please
remain seated for the duration of your ensemble’s performance. After your ensemble has
performed, please find an alternate seating location to enjoy other performances.

Critique
Critique will be held only for groups going to WGI World Championships.

Awards Retreat
A full retreat will happen following the last performance.
Immediately following the final performance, all performers will gather in the warm-up zone and
line up by ensemble behind their ensemble’s sign.
Once all performers have gathered in the warm-up zone behind their ensemble’s sign, they will
be led to Retreat in a single file line. Groups will be announced as they enter the gym.
Masks are highly recommended for retreat.


